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descartes’ philosophical revolution: a reassessment - descartes’ philosophical revolution : a
reassessment / hanoch ben-yami, central european university, budapest. pages cm includes bibliographical
references and index. isbn 978–1–137–51201–7 1. descartes, rené, 1596–1650. i. title. b1875.b378 2015
194—dc23 2015002994 softcover reprint of the hardcover 1st edition 2015 978-1-137 ... descartes'
philosophical revolution: a reassessment - 2 descartes’ philosophical revolution: a reassessment
argument, the deceiving god or demon, the cogito , the proof of the real distinction between mind and body,
the proofs of god’s existence, and descartes and the metaphysical project - rd.springer - 154 descartes’
philosophical revolution: a reassessment chandoux, who, baillet reports, was well known as a speaker. in his
talk de chandoux presented an allegedly new philosophical system, which he tried to establish. several
scholars and intellectuals were invited to the talk, and also a few dignitaries. because of the name descartes
must the good life in the scientific revolution: descartes ... - the good life in the scientific revolution:
descartes, pascal, leibniz, and the cultivation of ... the philosophical texts made the book a frustrating read for
me. ... offering a fundamental reassessment of what drives early modern philosophical thought,” or a “new
way of making seventeenth-century moral, political, and scientific thought ... curriculum vitae - central
european university - i have recently published a book, descartes’ philosophical revolution: a reassessment
(palgrave 2015). in the book i reassess the way descartes developed and justified some of his revolutionary
philosophical ideas. the first part of the book shows that one of descartes’ most innovative and influential
albahari, m. forthcoming. grounded in uni alexander, s ... - foster 1991. the immaterial self: a defence
of the cartesian dualist conception of the mind, oxford university press. galileo, g. the assayer, 1623; reprinted
in s. drake (ed.)discoveries and opinions of galileo, 1957, doubleday. taking skepticism seriously: stroud
and cavell - for cavell philosophical skepticism (as traditionally presented at least since descartes) is a
symptom of a more fundamental malady which, if i am not mistaken, he does not think is amenable to be
cured by means of philosophical argument, but can at least be shown in its real, philosophy & religion 2015
- macmillanihe - descartes’ philosophical revolution: a reassessment hanoch ben-yami, central european
university, ben-yami shows how the technology of descartes' time shapes his conception of life, soul and
mind–body dualism; how descartes' analytic geometry helps him develop his revolutionary conception of
representation chapter 6: enlightenment and revolution - chapter 6: enlightenment and revolution
1550-1789 previewing the chapter in europe, scientists question old ideas and use reason to make discoveries
about the natural world. philosophers support the use of reason to reform government, religion and society.
enlightenment ideas are used to create a federal government in the newly created chapter 6 the scientific
view of the world - 2. the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century had repercussions far beyond the
realm of pure science. 3. science in time provided europe with a new faith in itself. 4. bacon and descartes
helped develop the scientific view of the world and emphasized the use of scientific knowledge for practical
purposes. identifications the reception of newton’ s gravitational theory by huygens ... - 136 the
reception of newton’ s gravitational theory new science and the new philosophy of nature found their de”
nitive form in which they shaped the scienti” c tradition . . .” westfall’s paper, published posthumously, is a
reaction to dobbs’ reassessment of the concept of scienti” c revolution; see below. 2. revisiting the
mathematisation thesis: galileo, descartes ... - and descartes, as koyré, burtt, and dijksterhuis
understood it. concerning galileo the thesis was, in ariew’s view, already refuted, but with respect to descartes
he suggests looking at how the early cartesians understood descartes’s philosophy. ariew analyses how the
cartesians understood the method of physics, the relation between ... haskalah - muse.jhu - into a literary
and philosophical movement between the 1780s and the 1870s, the european enlightenment began with the
scientiﬁc revolution in the seventeenth century and culminated in the french revolution in 3 university of
groningen the rebirth of descartes zijlstra ... - iii the reinstatement of descartes in french philosophy
1800-1850 this part discusses the ways in which and the reasons why descartes was rehabilitated and
reinstated into philosophy in france during the first half of the nineteenth century. we will see that these
reasons vary throughout the different domains to which philosophy is related.
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